
May 10, 2017 Meeting Minutes -
APPROVED
Meeting commenced 13:02 PST

Roll call (Ton C.) - quorum achieved

Proposed agenda
Roll call
Review / approval of the agenda
Review of previous meeting minutes (April 26, 2017)
Deadlines (Tony C.)
V3.0

Items from PR comments on 2.4 - proposals required
Item 12 – make the doc match the header file (Chris Z)
Item 20 – might be replaced by work Dina is already doing (Owner needed)
Item 13, 21 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for
header file items noted (Owner needed)
Items 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation
content for header file items noted (Bob R)
Item 17 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for
header file items noted (Tim H)

Additional ECC Curves (Darren J)
Testing Profiles (Mark J & Anthony B.)
Function table (Bob R)
KMIP Mappings (Tim H)
Associating Attributes to Wrapped Keys (Graham S)
DSA text improvements (Dina K, Bob R & Tony C)
TLS text improvements (Owner required)
CKM_NULL (Owner required)
C_LoginUser (Tim H)
IPsec Derive (Bob R)
Provisioning (Bob R)
SP-800-108 - KDF (Darren J)
Blockchain (David)

Call for late arrivals
Set next meeting date
Adjourn

Motion to approve Agenda
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Jeff moved. Chris Z seconded. No objections, comments or abstentions. Motion
approved.

Motion to approve meeting minutes
April 26, 2017
Jeff moved. Hai-May seconded. No objections, comments or abstentions. Minutes
approved.

Recent Spec Additions
Tony C: Recently we have been approving modifications to the specifications with voice
votes. Question brought up about whether it was understood we were not going to be
doing it.

Valerie: it wasn't clear they were motions and not a motion to open a ballot
Tim: these were mature proposals, and his motions he intended as final (ie not as
opening a ballot)
Bob: I thought they were motions to open a ballot, not sure he would've changed
his vote. Worried others may have been in the same shape.
Tim: nothing seems rushed.
Valerie: People in the past complained to her when she was TC chair that they
wanted ballots that it was very clear they were targeting 3.0, vs a general
direction. She doesn't have access to those emails anymore.
Bob: this should be more clear, because they were in the meeting under the v3.0
discussion, where a ballot may not as clear because it doesn't have the meeting
context.
Tony C: understands this misses people who are not on a specific call, and wants it
to be clear for everyone that voice votes that pass with no comments, objections or
abstentions are considered approved by unanimous attendees at quorum. OASIS
doesn't require, but we can do either way. Tony would like to revisit this next
week. If you've previously raised a concern, please raise it to Bob & Tony directly,
and let them know if you want to remain anonymous. Wanted to change the
process to move things more quickly, though may have been a bit subconscious.
Let us revisit in the next call.
Valerie: the only proposal Valerie would've liked to seen balloted was the
AED/function table.
Tim: This has been discussed for years and people will have to review the entire
documents, so they will see that then.
Bob: no problem with taking the big one to ballot.
Tony: we would have to likely undo prior approval and motion to move to ballot.
Is that what we want to do?
Valerie: not necessarily, just want to make sure people are aware of the change\
from our old 'normal'.
Tony/Tim: can only really do so much anonymously to so much of an extent.
Valerie: just a note, she is not protecting anyone's identity that raised prior
concerns - they were never meant to be secret, she just cannot access her old
corporate email from prior job.
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Deadlines
Reminder of May 1 deadline for ballot/motions to be introduced on items to be included
in v3.0, approval by end of May.
Tony: we lost some time due to some contributors missing. Do we need to move any
dates?
Bob: Some of the items he thought he posted, didn't seem to appear on the reflector and
then he went on vacation.
Tony suggests making sure they are in for the next meeting, shouldn't be anything too
new. Given the rest of the list, we haven't seen anything from blockchain.
TIm: KMIP Mappings are being shopped around KMIP team, and hopes he will have a
proposal by next meeting. More discussion later in the agenda.

V3.0
Items from PR comments on 2.40 - proposals required
Item 12 – make the doc match the header file (Chris Z)

Chris: did anyone have any comments on the document he shopped around awhile ago?
Tony: Can you please send the link to the list and we can ask people to look at it before
the next meeting.

Item 20 – might be replaced by work Dina is already doing (New owner)
Errata says go and look at the wiki, suggestion is we probably should not point to the
wiki. Tim thinks this may be superfluous if we pick up Dina's TLS proposal. There were
some assertions that conflicted with implementations.

Tim moves to ask the editor removes any references to the PKCS11 wiki in
version 3.0 of the spec in the TLS 1.2 section (Section 2.2 of the errata). Jerry's
seconds. No objections, abstentions or comments. Motion approved.

Item 13, 21 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for header file
items noted (New owner)

Item 13 is ECDH2 derive params are not in the docs, but in the header file. Anyone
volunteer to write the text for these mechanisms? No volunteers, may have to be
deferred to be 3.1.
Tim: People forget what these numbers mean, can we get more information in the
agenda? If we have a header file with no other specification, we have a problem. TOny
agrees.
Tony: will look at what Dina was working on and send to the list and ask people to take
on part or all of those items for these tasks.

Items 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for
header file items noted (Bob R)
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Bob: we approved the recommendation for Item 16 & 19. The others are basically
remove these items or nothing we need to do. This should be what Bob uploads for next
meeting.

Item 17 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for header file items
noted (Tim H)

Tim posted something, discussed in meeting, no feedback either positive or negative.
Tim moves to open a ballot for the proposal he made 12 April 2017 (INCORRECT
URL: https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/pkcs11/download.php/60506
/pkcs11-base-v2.40-loginuser-v1-changes.pdf , CORRECTION: https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/pkcs11/download.php/60505/pkcs11-base-v2.40-derive-
template-v1-changes.pdf ) . Tim moves, Tony seconds. No objections, abstentions or
comments. Motion approved.

Additional ECC Curves (Darren J)
Bob can't remember if he gave feedback, will double check before next meeting.

Testing Profiles (Mark J & Anthony B.)
haven't' seen any content, may not make 3.0

CKM_AES_KEY_WRAP_PAD (Dieter B.)
We've had a discussion on Dieter's work.

KMIP Mappings (Tim H)
Tim: if I don't make it in by next TC meeting, it won't make it for this revision. he will
attempt to get it to the TC, as the hard work of discussions has already occurred.
Tony: Any objections to keeping this in 3.0 as long as it comes forward before next call?
none heard.

Associating Attributes to Wrapped Keys (Graham S)
no graham, deferred.

DSA text improvements (XXX, Bob R & Tony C)
Tony will reach out to the list. Bob recalls he thought most were unnecessary and
counterproductive, and if anything they would be a 3.1 issue.
Tim moves to DSA text improvements from version 3.0 content and marking it as
optional for a later version. Jerry seconds. No objections, abstentions or comments.
Motion approved.
will be removed from next agenda.
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TLS text improvements (needs new owner)
looking for new owner.

CKM_NULL (needs new owner)
Tony will look for new owner.

C_LoginUser (Tim H)
Tim: got 1 feedback on list, addressed and closed, no additional feedback. Was discussed
at length in F2F
Everyone please take a look at Tim's upload from 12 April 2017: https://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/pkcs11/download.php/60506/pkcs11-base-v2.40-
loginuser-v1-changes.pdf

IPsec Derive (Bob R)
Bob hasn't been able to progress, will likely have to move to 3.1.

Provisioning (Bob R)
Bob has an updated draft that will go out before the end of thw eek.

SP-800-108 - KDF (Darren J)
did have some discussion between Darren and Dieter, but neither on the call. Hopefully
we can close on this next week.

Blockchain (David)
David: will have to push to 3.1.

GCM/CCM errors (David)
Need to close with Daniel and Dieter, should be in 3.0

Next meeting
May 24, 2017

Call for late arrivals
Bruce, Daniel

Motion to Adjourn
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Meetingminutes/Minutes10052017 (last edited 2017-05-24 21:31:53 by bubbva3)

Justin moved. Jeff seconded. No objections, comments or abstentions. Motion approved.

Meeting Adjourned at 2:06 PM PST
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